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Difference between total football and tiki taka

The creator of the Dream Team During his time as a player, Johan Cruyff was the epitome of the number of footballers. But while Cruyff is arguably the greatest player of his generation (and the greatest European football ever), he can only achieve modest success as a Barca player. Throughout his five-year stay with
FC Barcelona, he was only able to lead Blaugrana to one La Liga and one Copa del Rey trophy. His second spell in Catalonia, this time as caretaker, will prove far more productive and resounding. As a genuine student of Michels, Cruyff will refine his mentor's idea in his first involvement as caretaker - somewhat
appropriately - Ajax Amsterdam.Like Michels, Cruyff will also leave Amsterdam for the hot seat of FC Barcelona management. But unlike his predecessors, Cruyff's period as caretaker was a success that never happened before. Under Cruyff's supervision and fully critical of his interpretation of Total Football, Blaugrana
will win every club match other than the International Cup (now: fifa club world cup). He will lead Barca to the first European Cup (now. The UEFA Champions League), and the final two matches of the SPR Cup as a whole (the other was a 4-0 blazing 4-0 at the hands of another Super Force in the 90s, AC Milan). A
leading expert on AC Milan's squad, Frank Rijkaard, is another product of Amsterdam's fabled Ajax youth system. Rijkaard himself has played under Cruyff's management, just as Cruyff did under Michels.And since history has a way of repeating itself, Rijkaard will eventually manage FC Barcelona, in the behest of Johan
Cruyff, which is a rather ganjum situation since rijkaard's players vowed never to play under Cruyff during their shared time in Amsterdam. The Spanish players celebrate their Euro 2012 victory. It does not come as a coincidence because Barcelona and Spain ruled the football world in the same period (2008-2012). [1]
As a devout Cruyffista, Pep Guardiola's reign at Barcelona (2008–2012) marked one of the most successful eras in the history of his youth club and academy. [3] Cruyff's football philosophy helped lay the ground for Spain's period of dominatement in world football. The success of Spanish football at club and international
level from 2008 to 2012 has been picked by many as evidence of Cruyff's impression of contemporary football. [5] Johan Cruyff General Playing cheeserulatihan career Style of play and views on the influence of the game and statistics Career Personal Life Legation History Of AFC Ajax (Gloria Ajax) History of FC
Barcelona (The Dream Team, Era Laporta of Cruyffistas) History of the Dutch national football team (The Clockwork Orange) Total Football (Totaalvoetbal) Tiki-taka (Tiqui-taca) Juego de posic Rondo Palsu-sembilan cruyff role 3-4-3 and 4-3-3 Cruyffian system pass triangle Attacking football-based Football ownership of
football one touch Entertain football Win-with philosophical style Interests style and deep identity in Ajax school (also known as 'Amsterdam school' or 'Totaalvoetbal school') AFC Ajax's youth academy (De Toekomst) FC Barcelona's youth academy (La Masia) Football in the Netherlands Football in Spain Related people
Vic Buckingham Rinus Michels Ștefan Kovács Johan Neeskens Ronald Koeman Dennis Bergkamp Marco van Basten Frank Rijkaard Jordi Cruyff Óscar García Michael Laudrup Hristo Stoichkov Pep Guardiola Xavi Hernández Carles Rexach Louis van Gaal José Mourinho Arsène Wenger Quique Setién Erik ten Hag
Josep Lluís Núñez Joan Laporta Sandro Rosell The Hesperia Mutiny (El motí de l'Hespèria//Hespèria/El motín del Hesperia) Namesakes Cruyff Turn (Cruijff Turn) Johan Cruyff Shield (Johan Cruijff Schaal) Johan Cruyff Trophy Johan Cruyff Institute Johan Cruyff Foundation Cruyff Courts Cruijffiaans Cruijffianism
Cruyffista Cruyffian school of football (also known as 'Barça–Ajax school ' or 'Barçajax school') Johan Cruyff Stadium (Estadi Johan Cruyff) Johan Cruyff Arena (Johan Cruijff ArenA) 14282 Cruijff Works by and about Bibliography Filmography In popular culture Wikiquotevte Tiki-taka or Tiqui-taca ([ˈtikiˈtaka]) is a The
Spanish style of play in football is characterized by passing and short movement, working the ball through various channels, and maintaining ownership. This style is mainly associated with Barcelona's La Liga clubs, especially during the era of pep guardiola's management; However, Guardiola distanced himself and the
club from style: I put everything that went through for the sake of it, stating, Barça do not do tiki-taka!, adding, you need to release the ball with clear intentions, with the aim of making it into the goal of dissidents. [6] His development and influence returned to Johan Cruyff's period as caretaker in the early 1990s to the
present day. The Tiki-taka method was eventually embraced by the Spanish national team by the administrators Luis Aragonés and Vicente del Bosque. Tiki-taka moves away from traditional thought formations in football to concepts acquired rather than toy zones. [8] [9] Predecessors to the earlier tactic that, like tiki-
taka, rose to success in their time due to unprecedented perfection in passing and ballless movement including Schalker Kreisel (Schalke spinning up), who won FC Schalke 04 in six German championships between 1934 and 1942, who won FC Schalke 04 six German championships between 1934 and 1942, who won
FC Schalke 04 six German championships between 1934 and 1942, who won FC Schalke 04 six German championships between 1934 and 1942, who won FC Schalke 04 six German championships between 1934 and 1942, who won FC Schalke 04 six German championships between 1934 and 1942, which won FC
Schalke 04 six German championships between 1934 and 1942, which won FC Schalke 04 six German championships between 1934 and 1942 , which won FC Schalke 04 six German championships between 1934 and 1942, which won FC Schalke and Total Football used by Ajax Amsterdam and dutch national forces
in the 1970s. [10] [11] [12] The origins and development of the Spanish national football team that won Euro 2012 Etymology of the late Spanish broadcaster Andrés Montes is generally credited with syiling money and the popularization of phra tiki-taka during his televised reviews in LaSexta for the 2006 World Cup,[13]
[14] although the term was already used in the use of colloquiality in Spanish football[15] and may have originated as a critical or derogatory term by Athletic Bilbao's coaches at the time , Javier Clemente. [16] In his direct review of Spain versus the Tunisian resistance, Montes used the phrase to describe spain's
precise, elegant passing Estamos tocando tiki-taka (we play tiki-taka taka). [14] FC Barcelona Root what would develop into a tiki-taka was first implemented by Johan Cruyff during his tenion as Barcelona manager from 1988 to 1996. [17] The style of the game continued to grow under fellow Dutch managers Louis van
Gaal and Frank Rijkaard and was adopted by other La Liga teams. [18] The Dutch manager of Barcelona made it a point to promote from their youth system, and La Masia's youth academy in Barcelona has been credited with producing technically talented generations, often physically small, players such as Pedro, Xavi,
Andrés Iniesta, Cesc Fàbregas, and Lionel Messi [19] Players with outstanding touch, vision and passing, who excel in maintaining possession. [20] Pep Guardiola managed Barcelona from 2008 to 2012, winning 14 titles. Under his guidance, the tiki-taka achieved new excourse. This is partly due to Guardiola's visionary
coaching, partly due to the incredible generation of players, many of whom have schooled in La Masia's idiosyncratic style, and partly due to Barcelona's ability to maintain intense pressure on the ball. [22] A 2005 update to rural law was also a contributing factor: by putting defenders deeper, the law expanded effective
play areas, making player size things less and allowing technical skills to grow. [23] Under Guardiola, Barcelona's tiki-taka shared a high defensive line-up of Dutch Football, position exchange and use of possession to control the game. It departs from dutch roots by aligning everything to passes: Guardiola plays the
centre-forward as a fake nine to keep the ball moving fluid from different angles; he played full-back higher; he chose the midfielder in defence to exploit their passing ability; and he forced the goalkeeper to play the ball out of the back. [21] Spanish national team Raphael Honigstein described the tiki-taka played by the
Spanish national team at the 2010 World Cup as a radical style that only grew over the course of four years, arising from Spanish decisions in 2006 that they were not physical and difficult to overcome opponents, so instead wanted to concentrate on monopolizing the ball. [24] Luis Aragonés and Vicente del Bosque
managed to use the tiki-taka style with the Spanish national team; during their ten term, Spain won three consecutive major titles: Euro 2008 (under Aragonés), FiFA World 2010, and Euro 2012 (under del Bosque). [7] [25] Tactical overview of the Spanish position (red kit) midfielder against Switzerland (white kit) at the
World Cup in 2010. Tiki-taka founded on unity and a comprehensive understanding in the geometry of space in the football field. [26] Pep Guardiola's example of tiki-taka at FC Barcelona was considered the best application of this style after Barcelona won the sextuple in 2009, Barcelona playing with a high defensive
line usually using offside traps with the middle man support to defenders to make more existing pass options. Defenders are patient, prefer the option of fitting safely looking for a middle man with the ball circulating everywhere in the paddock waiting for the ravine to make it fit. The team created most of the opportunities
depending on the ball and did the giving and went well with Lionel Messi involved in the action. Guardiola prefers freedom in third place at the end of a memorable field as the team creates plenty of chances every game. Tiki-taka has been variously described as a style of play based on making your way to the back of the
net through passes and short movements,[19] a short pass style in which the ball works meticulously through various channels,[27] and the phrases that have come to mean short passes, patience and possession above all others. [28] This style involves the movement of the play and the intersection of position among
the middle man, moving the ball in a complex pattern,[29] and passing sharply, a touch or two. Tiki-taka is both defensive and alluding to the same move - the troops are always in possession, so there's no need to switch between defending and attacking. [24] Reviewers have distinguished tiki-taka with a physical one-
way[19] and with a higher tempo passed the part of Arsène Wenger's 2007–08 Arsenal, who used Cesc Fàbregas as the only channel between defence and attack. [27] Tiki-taka is associated with taste, creativity and touch,[30] but it can also be brought to a slow, not extreme one that sacrifices effectiveness for
aesthetics. [28] The victory of Spain, the European champions in 2008. Spain, World Champion in 2010. Tiki-taka has been used triumphantly by the Spanish national team, first under Luis Aragonés to win Euro 2008, and so on under Vicente del Bosque to win the 2010 World Cup and Euro 2012. [25] He was also used
to great glory by Barcelona under Pep Guardiola between 2008 and 2012; his team won six trophies in 2009 (including the La Liga Continental Treble, Copa del Rey, and 2008–09 UEFA Champions League, followed by the UEFA Super Cup, Spanish Super Cup and FIFA Club World Cup). The squad's attacking,
ownership-based tiki-taka tactics and 4-3-3 formation also allowed them to embrace two more consecutive La Liga championships, as well as the 2010-11 UEFA Champions League, among other trophies. [31] Although Luis Enrique practiced a faster and more direct tactical approach throughout his time as Barcelona
manager, he also used several similar aspects of tiki-taka, such as being attractive, attacking-thinking, possession-based passing games, and building play from behind on the ground, while instead succeeding in customizing other elements of his team's game, and abandoning the use of long balls that had characterized
Tata Martino's spelling with the team. led Barcelona to a second continental treble in the 2014–15 season, captivating La Liga, the Copa del Rey and the 2014–15 UEFA Champions League. [33] Sid Lowe identified Luis Luis. tempting the tiki-taka with pragmatism as a key factor for Spain's success in Euro 2008. The
Aragonés used tiki-taka to protect the defense that appeared suspect [...], retaining possession and mastering the game without taking the style to extreme evangelicals. None of Spain's first six goals in the tournament came from tiki-taka: five came from a direct break and one from a set of plays. [28] For Lowe, Spain's
success in the 2010 World Cup was a testament to the two-tradition encounter in Spanish football: powerful, aggressive, direct silver medal-winning 1920 Olympic team Antwerp nickname La Furia Roja (The Red Fury), and the tiki-style [36] Analyzing Spain's semi-final victory over Germany at the 2010 World Cup,
Honigstein described the team's tiki-taka style as the most unbelievable version of football: an uncompromising passing game, coupled with intense, high pressing. For Honigstein, the tiki-taka is a significant increase in Total Football because it depends on the movement of the ball rather than the player who turns
positions. Tiki-taka allowed Spain to control both balls and opponents. [24] At the 2011 Women's World Cup, the Japanese women's national football team (Nadeshiko) used the form of tiki-taka under coach Norio Sasaki. [37] They were disappointed to host Germany and the United States to win the tournament. Spain's
criticism beat Portugal 1-0 in Round 16 at the World Cup in 2010, and was criticised by the national Portuguese manager and then Real Madrid, José Mourinho for their sterile technique. Although the tiki-taka style has been praised by several pundits and football figures, due to its success and attacking approach,[31] it
has also been criticized at certain times. [38] During Euro 2012, for example, the Spanish national side drew criticism in the media for practicing strike-less formation and tiki-taka dull brands, which produced several goals, although the team dominated possession throughout the tournament, with Spain satisfying 63% of
ball possession during their three group matches; in the lead up to their last win, Spain averaged 58 passes per shot, and only 1.8 goals per match, which is 25% lower than the tournament average of 2.4. [40] Journalist Guy Hedgecoe of Iberosphere argued that the tiki-taka was no longer entertaining due to the lack of
genuine strikers in the Spanish national team and its use of 9 false or midfielders as forwards. This makes the football game full of midfielders and no attackers or defenders. Hedgecoe claims, Without attackers, no defenders... no goalkeeper, perhaps, only 11 technically blessed midfielders just passed the ball around
until someone to the net. [42] José Mourinho has criticised the Spanish national team for using sterile techniques, such as not having a striker and only a middle man. [43] Former Arsenal manager Wenger has said that the Spanish football team has changed their philosophy, becoming less attacking and more negative,
say, Originally they want possession to attack and win games; Now it seems to be first and foremost the way not to lose during Euro 2012, the Spanish competition has won. [44] Others believed that the lack of emphasis on offense led to fewer goals, and that the team seemed endlessly passing actually boring, with Rob
Smyth of the Guardian calling him Tiki-takanaccio, a reference to the defensive-minded catenaccio tactical system. [40] In a 2013 interview with La Gazzetta dello Sport, the Spanish and Barcelona defensive players, Gerard Piqué admitted that Barcelona had become predictable in the way they played the consequences
of being too dependent on the tiki-taka, stating: We played a few years back with homegrown coaches, Pep first and then Tito, and perhaps we could have ended up , that style. Now that Tata, who comes from outside the club, has arrived, and who shares the same ideas of football, which is based on ownership, she,
however, shows us different options. It's very positive because it gives us a variety. When we pressed, sending the ball old several times was not negative; it helps you mix things up, gives you oxygen and prevents us from being crushed without going out. We've started to press away on the pitch again, winning
possession back in the final third place of the pitch and, from there, it's far easier to create opportunities without having to build from the right behind, especially against a side that closes a lot. It is common to try to develop new ideas and variations. After years, our opponents obviously know how we attack, how we move
on. Look at Alves and Alba, for example. They pushed a lot and some opponents would give them space down the wing, but didn't let them move inside. It gets hard to get in. We have to find alternative solutions and Tata's deeds that without damaging our style - we still have the same possessions. We need variations
like this. [45] [46] Although Pep Guardiola was known for practicing a tiki-taka-inspired playing style with his team, in 2014, he was dismissed from the use of certain labels used to describe his team's style of play; What's more, he himself is critical of ownership-based strategies with little attacking meaning, stating: I load
everything that passes for the sake of it, all that's tiki-taka. It's very rubbish and has no purpose. You have to get past the ball with clear intentions, with the aim of making it into an opposition goal. It about passing for the sake of it. Don't believe what people are saying. Barça doesn't do tiki-taka! It's really made! Don't
believe that word! In all team sports, the secret is to slaughter one side of the pitch so that the opponents must tilt their own defense to face. You load on one side and interesting so that they leave the other side weak. [6] In 2017, Italian defender Giorgio Chiellini expressed his belief that the popularization of attacking tiki-
taka styles, linked to the Spanish and Barcelona national sides under Guardiola, and the growing focus on developing comfortable defenders with football on their feet from a young age, actually had a negative impact on their entire defence, and football capabilities , stated: Guardiolismo [a term he coins for guardiola's
way] has ruined a little generation of Italian defenders - now everyone wants to push, defenders know how to fix the tone of play and they can spread the ball, but they don't know how to mark. Unfortunately, that's the way it is. When I was younger, we used to do a drill to feel the guy you ticked off. Nowadays, from
crosses, Italian defenders - and I can only really speak for Italian defensive players, I'm just quite interested in foreign players – don't tick their guys. It's a pity because we lost our DNA a little bit and some of the features that have made us brilliant in the world. Now, we need talented players ahead, but we also have to
bring someone through the defense because we won't be able to play Spanish tiki-taka because it's not part of our philosophy. [48] [49] ]50] Likewise, in 2019, Italian goalkeeper Gianluigi Buffon expressed mixed views of goalkeepers given more responsibility with the ball on their feet, as well as the fact that goalkeepers
are increasingly judged by scouts more to their ball skills than their goalkeeper's ability, stating: Today there is great - in my opinion, exaggerated - Myself, since I was a kid, was an atypical goalkeeper. I often have this role as 'libero', playing with my feet a lot. Sometimes, honestly, I do it in an excessive way. While that, I
maintain one thing: if you lose the truth, a sincere focus on being a good goalkeeper – which means stopping shots, knowing how to get out for the ball high, understand how you approach the low ball as you get out of your line – then, for me, you're asked to actually oppose your natural role. He also added: You see
today's goalkeeper who is much better than their peers, but the wind is getting overlooked in favor of others who can play three neat passes. If you ask me I would say that every team is great - or at least the team that has won - have a great carer who knows how to make the first save once. After that, if they can do
things with their feet then surely, that is better. [51] History against high-profile success tiki-taka as practiced by Barcelona and the Spanish national team in the late 2000s led to various tactics and formations of formation to contain and overcome the mastery of the ball ownership system. The 2009–2010 season The first
team to beat the Spanish national team in the tiki-taka era was the United States, which eliminated Spain with a 2–0 victory in the final half of the 2009 FIFA Confederations Cup. United States coach Bob Bradley used a narrow, deep 4-4-2 designed to force The Spanish's ownership into a wide area and pull the Spanish
defense out of shape, creating space for a counter-attack that yielded goals for Jozy Altidore and Clint Dempsey. Then, in the opening match of the 2010 World Cup, Spain suffered a 1–0 defeat to Switzerland, with Switzerland manager Ottmar Hitzfeld admitting following the match that was influenced by Bradley's tactics
from the Confederations Cup. [52] Guardiola's Barcelona faced 52 different squads and managed victory against all but Chelsea. During the final half of the 2009 Champions League, Chelsea, managed by Guus Hiddink, used a solid, solid defence and communicated to force Barça to shoot outside the penalty area and
had defender José Bosingwa, assisted by centre back John Terry and the defence working as the first leg of a 0-0 draw at the Camp Nou. The draw ensured Chelsea were the first visiting team this season to keep a clean sheet at Barça's home stadium. In a second-round match of controversy with Chelsea calling for
four penalties, Chelsea went up 1-0 so Andrés Iniesta scored in stopped time to level the tie at 1-1 and let Barça mara up a long goal. [56] In the final half of the 2010 Champions League, Internazionale player José Mourinho denied Barça space as they signalled Messi doubled and prevented Xavi from achieving a
successful pass rhythm. Inter won the first round 3-1, and then lost 0-1 to mara on aggregate 3-2. Mourinho will become Real Madrid's manager next season and use similar tactics, resulting in a bitter domestic rivalry with Guardiola over the next two years. Chelsea manager of the 2011–12 season, Roberto Di Matteo
triumphed against tiki-taka when his team met Barça in the final half of the 2011–12 UEFA Champions League. According to Chelsea's Fernando Torres, focusing on space rather than trying to steal the ball is part of his squad's strategy against Barça. Winning battles on the wing, such as Ramires against Dani Alves, will
force Barça to disarm their attack towards the centre of the field. Former Chelsea winner Pat Nevin stated that surrounding three disciplined midfielders in front of four defenders who were denied barça space, asking Lionel Messi to pull away deeper and narrower to get the ball (because Messi was high on the field, he
was stripped of the ball by Frank Lampard Leading up to a goal for the Blues [58] During the second round, Di Matteo used a 4-5-1 formation with a very compact midfield structure. While Barça enjoyed 73% of the ball two legs long and 46 das shots to Chelsea 12 (11 of these shots on target compared to Chelsea's
four). Instead, Chelsea's Frank Lampard completed two telling fits on both legs; both of them lead to goals. It has been suggested that Barça's weakness is to win the ball in the air, especially against a team like Chelsea who have the size and strength to control the ball in the box. [59] Chelsea achieved a 1–0 victory in
the first round and tied 2–2 in second place to overcome Barça. [61] From 2012 to 2013 next season, Barcelona face Massimiliano Allegri's A.C Milan in the 16th Round of the Champions League. In the first round at the San Siro, Milan used a very narrow 4-4-2 formation, with Stephan El Shaarawy acting as the second
striker and the fifth midfielder, willing to break in behind Dani Alves, and Sulley Muntari meeting to sign Xavi in the middle. Barcelona had only one chance on goal and eventually went down 2-0. [63] In the second round, Barca changed their formation to what was effectively a 3-3-1-3, with David Villa in the centre-forward



role, allowing Messi space between the lines and completely knocking out Milan's form, ending in Barcelona's 4–0 win. [64] Later that same season, tiki-taka's weaknesses were announced when Bayern Munich beat Barça 4–0 in the final half of the 2012–13 Champions League and 3–0 in the return round. Bayern's chief
coach, Jupp Heynckes, has built on the principles of his predecessor Louis van Gaal by making the team more defensively balanced, while replacing Van Gaal's positional football—everyone is forced to hold on to their particular space on the field when attacking dissident goals—in a more concave and attacking style
that gives them freedom going forward. [65] In the first round, Barça enjoyed 63% ownership but Bayern had 11 points to four Barcelona, and had nine hits on goal to barça. Bayern's Bastian Schweinsteiger and Javi Martínez held a solid midfield that played a key role in shutting down Xavi and Andrés Iniesta's barcelona
trials to move forward in midfield, while Arjen Robben and Franck Ribéry proved effective on the wing [67] Bayern's first-half tactics involved pressing falsely, refusing close to their markers in possession to guide Barça away from the danger area. , while maintaining their energy by not committing themselves, keeping the
Bayern players fresh enough for the second half to clear the attack. [70] Although they managed to overcome lesser opponents, Barcelona's defence was humbled, due to the absence of centre-backs Carles Puyol and Javier Mascherano to the physical presence of the team to guard against the set pieces that Bayern
exploited. [72] The Guardian that some of the proposed Bayern would try to overcome Barcelona on short passing football, but ultimately it was a perfect recipe for Barcelona's traditional problems: fixing pieces, counter-attacks and physique, which would lead many to suggest power has shifted from Catalonia to Bavaria.
[67] Tiki-taka was once again made public when Brazil defeated Spain 3–0 in the final match of the 2013 Confederations Cup, ending Spain's run of 29 matches without losing in competitive football. [74] Possession of the ball was 47% for Brazil and 53% for Spain, with two goals conceded in the first half of the match.
Spain were much worse off at the 2014 World Cup a year later, as they fell to the Netherlands and Chile and failed to qualify for the group stage. Diego Simeone's Atlético Madrid faced Barcelona six times in the 2013-14 season, managing to remain unbeaten in all six matches. Simeone used a 4-4-1-1 formation, with
Gabi and Tiago as defensive midfielders, Koke and Arda Turan acting more like inside-midfielders than traditional wingers, Raul García or David Villa often coming down deep to accompany the midfield and Diego Costa as lone up-front attackers. In this formation, Simeone denied Barcelona their crucial space in the
middle, making tiki-tactic tactics useless against Atlético. Atlético also relied on their height over barça players, with centre-backs Diego Godín and Miranda s straightening all of Barcelona's long balls and often going forward when Atlético took a corner or free-kick. It is no coincidence that Godín scored Atlético's goal in
the league's last game against Barcelona, a corner kick, to give Simeone's team the league championship. Atlético also managed to eliminate Barcelona from the Champions League depending on these tactics. Carlo Ancelotti's Real Madrid rely on position to force Pep Guardiola's Bayern Munich to die in the first half of
the 2013-14 UEFA Champions League first-half action at the Santiago Bernabéu. Bayern, practising a form of tiki-taka, were pressed high in attack but were level on defence. Real Madrid's players firmly maintained their position in defence, and managed to score on the counter-attack, winning the first match 1–0. In the
second round in Munich, Bayern's defence was more humbled, and Real Madrid won 4–0, their first victory against Bayern, eliminating the Champions League holders. In the 2014 FIFA World Cup, Dutch manager Louis van Gaal deployed a 5-3-2 formation against Spain in the first match of the group stage. The
establishment has Robin van Persie and Arjen Robben as strikers, a three-man midfield assisted by wing-back Daryl Janmaat and Daley Blind and a three-man defence. Spain managed to open the scoring from a controversial penalty won by Diego Costa and exchanged by Xabi Alonso, but the Dutchman's counter-
attack proved to be very effective throughout the match, resulting in 5-1 for the Netherlands, coupled with the work of flying Dutchman Robin Van Persie, the worst defeat for Spain in 64 years. It should be noted that Van Gaal was Barcelona's manager in the 2002–03 season, the man primarily responsible for bringing in
Xavi and Andrés Andrés which is the basic element of Barcelona and Spain's tiki-taka style. In the group stage second match, Chile under Jorge Sampaoli used a liquid formation 3-4-3, grew to 5-3-2 when defending, and had their three Spanish man-mark three Spanish midfielders (Marcelo Díaz on David Silva, Charles
Aránguiz on Xabi Alonso and Arturo Vidal on Sergio Busquets), a tactic previously used by influential coach Marcelo Chile managed to score , and Spain couldn't break their five-man defense, out of the World Cup in the early stages. Spain's 2014 World Cup, along with Barcelona's move for a more direct style under
managers Gerardo Martino and Luis Enrique, has marked the end of the tiki-taka. [32] [33] [34] [46] [75] [76] 2016 Following a successful qualifying campaign, spain rejuvenated into euro UEFA 2016 with the majority of the team's golden generation still intact, alongside new waves attacking players such as Nolito and
Álvaro Morata leading the lineup. The opening two matches of La Roja group against the Czech Republic and Turkey both managed to convince 1-0 and 3-0 victories. With a new generation attacking talent combining with the tiki-taka style of playing players left from the golden generation, Spain quickly became
unanimous favourites for the tournament by the media, and with two wins from their first two group matches, Spain looked set to win their group, giving them luxury not having to play the group winner until the semi-finals , however, Spain lost their final group game 2-1, despite having taken an early lead through Morata,
who was cancelled by a goal later at half-time from Nikola Kalinić, followed by the last gasp winner from Ivan Peršić As a result, Spain finished runner-up in their group behind Croatia, who managed to jump above Spain in the group, having been in four points , set Spain for their Euro 2012 final with Italy. Despite being a
favourite, Spain was caught guard by an inconsistently aggressively attacking Italian playing in the first half of time, as Italy took the lead shortly after the half-hour mark, with Giorgio Chiellini putting the rebound from an Italian free kick. Spain began to regain more ball possession and began pushing for an eve in the
second half of time, but Italy's strong defense repeatedly dished out Spanish attacks. Spain also didn't have enough space in the middle to create any good chances because Italian coach Antonio Conte used a 3-5-2 formation, with Italy's superior numbers in enabled Italy to create multiple chances of scoring on counter-
attacks previously exploited by Croatia. Italy eventually scored another goal in extra time Graziano Pellè, won for Italy. [78] See also Tactics and References to The Establishment of Golden Army Football Skills ^ Hayward, Ben (28 Jun 2016). It's official: Spain's golden age is over. Goal.com. Reached on August 28, 2016.
↑ Hunter, Graham (September 2012). Barça: The Creation of the World's Largest Team, the 2nd edition was reviewed. (BackPage Press, ISBN 9780956497154) ↑ Lowe, Sid (May 24, 2013). Great European Cup squad: Barcelona 2009-2011. Guard. Reached on August 24, 2016. ↑ Martín, Dúnia (July 11, 2015).
Greatest squad of all time: Barcelona 2008-12. UEFA.com. Reached on August 21, 2016. ↑ The Dutch hero on the side will be an inspiration, not a ugutan, Free; retrieved October 24, 2015. A Great Dutch Helped Transformed Spanish Game, nytimes.com, July 11, 2010. World Cup final: Johan Cruyff seeded for
revolution in Spain's fate, The Daily Telegraph; retrieved October 24, 2015. Recognition of men who create style, fcbarcelona.cat; retrieved October 24, 2015. Transcript for Jürgen Klinsmann, Sunil Gulati teleconferenc, nypost.com, August 1, 2011; retrieved October 24, 2015. Barcelona and Guardiola's gospel, The
Guardian, 29 April 2012; retrieved October 24, 2014. Recreating the wheel: How Guardiola revolutionised football, CNN.com, May 28, 2012. Football culture: Who are you? Hero engineer or tika taka?, CNN.com, 27 Jun 2012. Klinsmann assesses the start of the U.S. camp, now packed on Donovan, more. Si.com,
January 17, 2013. Hunt for Bayern's old weasel, Jupp Heynckes, dw.de; retrieved October 24, 2015. Cruyff is the man behind Barcelona's success, guardiola said, Goal.com, May 1, 2013. ↑ b Perarnau, Marti (October 16, 2014). Pep Guardiola: I hate tiki-taka - it's rubbish and completely pointless. The Telegraph.
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